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AUTHOR OF ADULT AND YOUNG ADULT FICTION 

Susan Wingate is a #1 Amazon bestselling, award-

winning author of over fifteen novels. Her latest 

novel "How the Deer Moon Hungers" has won five 

book awards, including the 2020 SABA Book Awards 

for the Judge’s Selection “Best Fiction Author,” Best 

Fiction in the 2020 Pacific Book Award, a Silver 

Award in the 2020 Moonbeam Children's Book 

Award, and July 2020 Book Cover in the Book Cover 

of the Month Awards.  

Susan Wingate writes “unputdownable, surprising and twisty stories with crackling 

dialogue that exhibit a rare deftness in style offering up stories that are riveting, 

original and with a humanity rarely seen in contemporary fiction.” Susan lives with 

her husband on a tiny island off the coast of Washington State where she tends to a 

lovable herd of deer. 

FACTOIDS ABOUT SUSAN 

If you want to know what makes me tick, it can be summed up with this one quote 

from A Sand County Almanac, “There are some who can live without wild things, and 

some who cannot.” ―Aldo Leopold.  

Honestly, I cannot live without wild things, be they flora or fauna. In a nutshell, 

that’s why I moved away from Phoenix and moved to an island. 

After I did, I would spot a rare wayward doe or buck in the earliest morning or later 

in the evening. Deer tend to be shy when they don’t know you. After time, however, 

while gardening or landscaping or simply hanging outside, more deer would show—

to eat trimmings, nibble on branches, or even newly-planted foliage. Once, we’d 

planted two young cherry trees and went inside. After glancing out to see our 



handiwork, a buck reared up, balancing on his back legs and eating the tenderest of 

cherry limbs near the top of the small plant. I said, “Well, that’s an expensive lunch.” 

AUTHOR BIO 

Susan Wingate is an Amazon bestselling and award-winning author of over fifteen 

novels. Susan writes across fiction and nonfiction genres often setting her stories in 

the Pacific Northwest, specifically, Friday Harbor where she and her husband, Bob 

live. Susan’s poetry and short fiction have been included in journals such as the 

Virginia Quarterly and Suspense Magazine and many others. 

 

 

HOW THE DEER MOON HUNGERS 

WINNER OF THE 2020 SABA BOOK AWARDS FOR BEST FICTION AUTHOR 

BEST FICTION in the 2020 Pacific Book Award 

SILVER AWARD FOR YA FICTION in the 2020 Moonbeam Children’s Book Awards 

FINALIST 2020 Shelf Unbound Best Indie Book Award 

BEST BOOK COVER in the July 2020 Book Cover of the Month Awards! 



Praise for How the Deer Moon Hungers 

“In Susan Wingate’s novel How the Deer Moon Hungers, the hidden horrors of juvenile detention 

facilities are exposed. ―Foreword Clarion Reviews – 5-Stars 

“Wingate weaves a yarn that is absorbing, balanced, and deft.” ―The Book Commentary 

“I would strongly recommend this book to people in their late teens and upward.” ―Jo Niederhoff, 

San Francisco Book Review 

 

CONTACT SUSAN WINGATE 

WEBSITE: www.susanwingate.com 

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/authorsusanwingate  

TWITTER: www.twitter.com/susanwingate  

PINTEREST: www.pinterest.com/susanwingate/pins  

INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/susanwingatephxborn 

LINKEDIN: www.linkedin.com/in/susanwingate  

TUMBLR: www.susanwingate.tumblr.com  

 

For rights requests, please contact Chip 

MacGregor at: 
 

MacGregor & Luedeke Literary 

PO BOX 1316, Manzanita, OR 97130 

Phone: (503) 389-4803 

Email: chip@macgregorliterary.com 

 

For book orders, please contact Diane Musto 

at: 

 
BCH Fulfillment & Distribution 

33 Oakland Avenue 

Harrison, NY 10528 

914-835-0015 F:914-835-0398, 

www.bookch.com 
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